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About KMW

KMW company portrait
360° competence

KMW develops and produces individual and
intelligent refrigerators and freezers for all sales
forms and business sizes in the food retail
trade. Our greatest strength is our know-how
in terms of design, technology, energy efficiency, and customer-oriented service.

For this reason we invest in our future: in our
new, modern test labs we continually develop
and optimize our products, in particular in terms
of energy efficiency. We are committed to select
climate protection projects for the protection of our
environment and to balance our CO2 foot print.

For more than 35 years, KMW has stood for
competence in refrigerator and freezer production.
Our trained factory employees in Limburg create
tailor-made refrigeration solutions for any needs
our customers may have. We are also experts in the
professional reconditioning and energy optimization
of used refrigeration units and questions concerning refrigeration and multicompressor refrigeration system. We design energy- and cost-effective
integrated concepts for our customers, from butcher
shops and gas stations to premium shops all the
way to supermarkets and discount stores. Very
much in keeping with our high service standards,
we are personally available to our clients 24-hours
a day, 365 days a year.

A good education is the foundation for a successful
future. KMW offers young people the opportunity to
receive well-founded professional training in various
professional fields. Since 2016 we have been partners of the Technical University Mittelhessen and
train students in double majors in various fields.
KMW puts fairness first when interacting with our
customers and partners and in our everyday interaction in the factory. We feel that honest and trusting
cooperation is the basis for long-term success.

stands for …

Our 360° competence claim
thus applies at any time.

✓ sustainable action

We care a great deal about the responsible use
of resources, both in terms of our products and
during production processes in our factory.

✓ short delivery times

✓ maximum flexibility thanks to on-site
production
✓ customized detail solutions
✓ good economy and energy efficiency
✓ 24 hr service
... and of course maximum quality, reliability, and
durability.

Kühlmöbelwerk Limburg GmbH – Quality made in Germany
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KMW refrigerators and freezers
The right frame for your products
As sole manufacturer offering a complete range of
industrial refrigeration and freezer units produced in
Germany, we recognize our responsibility to both our
clients and the location of our company.
Our focus lies on easily adaptable modular elements
which are tailor-made to meet the particular demands of
the food industry and the space available in supermarkets. Our refrigerators and freezers are completely
compatible with each other. Since we are a medium-sized company with short decision-making paths,
modern machinery and highly skilled and experienced
staff, we are able to react quickly and flexibly to meet
individual customer demands.
Upon request, we offer our customers the complete
program for refrigerating and freezing food from one
source: from individual planning and consulting via the
production of suitable units and necessary refrigeration
systems all the way to regular maintenance and 24-hour
service.

We live sustainability!
Since the foundation of our company, high energy efficiency has been at the heart of the development of our
refrigeration systems, refrigerators, and freezers in order
to counteract ever-increasing energy costs.
As a medium-sized company we are aware of our
responsibilities to future generations. For this reason
we continuously develop our units. Whether freezers,
multideck cabinets, counters, or plug-in versions: at KMW
you can rely on high energy efficiency. This protects the
environment and the climate and saves our customers
cash.

Thanks to our many years of experience in refrigerating
food we can also upgrade older models – independent
of manufacturer – to save you up to 30% in energy.
The extent of the optimization is variable and can be
customized as desired. Here, too, we guarantee that your
orders are implemented quickly and easily.
Our customers have been relying on this for more than
35 years.
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Service Hotline: +49 (0) 800 - 599 59 59 (toll-free from German landlines)
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The KMW refrigerator and freezer program
We offer you high-quality refrigerators and freezers for the perfect presentation of your food items. For this we use
variable modular elements, which gives us the right refrigeration unit for every store. We produce our units exclusively in Germany and all our units are designed to be energy-efficient. We offer a wide selection of multideck
cabinets, refrigerated counters, freezers, and plug-in refrigeration units. Of course, we can also provide and install
refrigeration systems tailored to your needs. You can find detailed information about different versions as well as
about innovative solutions like our cold plug in our product brochures.

Multideck cabinets
KMW multideck cabinets are flexible and offer the best
possible refrigeration for your meat products and cold
cuts, dairy products, and fruit and vegetable selection.
We also offer space-saving multideck cabinets for small
stores perfectly present your goods in a customer-friendly way. Our multideck cabinets are also available
as plug-in versions which offer the greatest degree of
flexibility. KMW multideck cabinets can be supplied via
a central refrigeration system or as a hybrid version
equipped with decentralized refrigeration module.

Counters
Counters are the perfect refrigeration units to display
fresh products in butcher shops, health food shops, and
supermarkets. Whether as service or self-service version:
refrigerated counters by KMW really bring out your selection of cheese, cold cuts, meat, or fish. Our classic and
transparent design put the focus on your products – of
course with optimal refrigeration and energy efficiency.
Our counters are also available as plug-in versions.
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Freezers
Clearly visible and easy to reach products, a constantly
guaranteed refrigeration, and low energy consumption
– KMW freezers are well conceived and provide the
perfect storage space for frozen products to both small
gas stations and large supermarkets. KMW freezers with
their modern design are available as islands, cabinets, or a combination of both. This way, your products
stay frozen even if they are selling like hotcakes.

Plug-in refrigeration
KMW plug-in refrigeration units are the perfect solution for those
who want to position their fresh products flexibly in the store.
The units can be set up anywhere in the store. Whether placed
in a central location or on the wall as multideck cabinets – our
plug-in refrigeration units give you the freedom you need.

Cold plug
KMW cold plugs make it easy to connect refrigeration units to the circuit
of a refrigeration system using a removable connection. A coupling for the
input and a coupling for the output of a refrigeration circuit, which each
have a coupling part and an anti-coupling part, ensure that the system
functions without any coolant seepage. When uncoupled, both ends of
the circuit are guaranteed to be completely sealed. Therefore, all refrigeration units of a store or supermarket can be placed flexibly on the floor
and still be connected to an existing refrigeration circuit.

Refrigeration systems
KMW designs and implements a climatized refrigeration system which bundles
the control of all climate-related functions in the market centrally: air-conditioning and commercial refrigeration. When installing the system, food retailers
profit from the high flexibility of the refrigeration unit manufacturer since the
already existing heating system is integrated into the new overall cooling system.
KMW helps lower costs: KMW refrigeration systems include a heat recovery
system with which food retailers can reduce heating costs to a fraction.
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Imprint

KMW Kühlmöbelwerk Limburg GmbH
Gewerbegebiet Offheim
Limburger Straße 80
D-65555 Limburg
Tel.: +49 (0) 64 31 / 5 99 - 0
Fax: +49 (0) 64 31 / 5 39 67
Service: +49 (0)800 / 599 59 59
(toll-free from German landlines)

kmw@kmw-limburg.com
www.kmw-limburg.com

